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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Today automation has progressed to the point where

further advances definitely require machines that have

special talents such as vision. Computer vision is the

mechanism by which a machine receives information from the

world around it. The concepts and development of machine

vision started more than twenty years ago. At the time,

Uniraation, Inc. developed and installed [24] the world^s

first industrial robot. This robot was capable of

man ipu la ting objects with much higher flexibility than any

machine previously developed.

Machine sensing, and in particular computer vision, is

the basis for providing sensory inputs to a smart robot.

Robotics is the advanced technology of machines which can

actually process the humanlike capabilities, reasoning

capabilities, and above all sensory inputs. This paper is

about the most used sensory input, namely computer vision.

Machine vision can be understood by comparing it with human

vision. This should not imply that advanced technology

exists to duplicate human vision; it need not, and it does



Since the early 1 9 5 (P s there has been a steadily

increasing interest for embracing machine vision in industry

to eliminate boring and unsatisfying work, to improve

operator safety, and to boost productivity. With every

advancement in robotics there have been corresponding

advancements in pattern recognition and image processing.

These two different areas of pattern recognition and image

processing have developed as separate disciplines, but quite

similar techniques are used in each field.

Some researchers consider pattern recognition to be a

part of image processing while others see it as a totally

different science. Pattern recognition is a process [2]

where the output is essentially a data structure, where

image processing results in an output image. Figure 1 shows

pattern recognition in which the "process" is feature

extraction and texture analysis.
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Figure 1. Pattern recognition

Figure 2 shows the diagram of image processing where the

"process" is noise reduction, and edge detection, and

results in an output image.
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Figure 2. Image processing



A complete and reliable computer vision system could be

divided into two categories: image processing and pattern

recognition. Most pattern recognition systems perform some

kind of basic image processing. Thresholding is an image

processing operation which is used in order to get a binary

image. Figure 3 illustrates the combined system where a

processed image is used as an input image for the pattern

r e c ogn izei [21.

r
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The pattern recognition process in machine vision does

not deal directly with the particular object under

consideration. In this process a representation of the scene

is created in the form of an image. The various features

(shape, location, orientation, etc.) of such an image are

then described and measured. In general, these extracted

features are then matched, pixel by pixel, with various

models within the vision system to be recognized.

In the next chapter the preprocessing subfunctions of

an image in a pattern recognition system are described. In

Chapter 3 the feature extraction and decision models are

presented. Chapter 4 presents an analysis of a technique

used in object pattern recognition for processing binary

images. Concluding remarks and future developments of

pattern recognition systems in computer vision are presented

in Cha p t e r 5

.



Chapter 2

PREPROCESSING

A pattern recognizer can be well thought of as a black

box into which goes an image or an "object", and out of

which comes some kind of description [5,8,10,18,23,25].

Figure A is the break down of the black box "process" of

Figure 1

.

REFERENCE

OBJECT TRANSDUCER PREPROCESSOR FEATURE

EXTRACTOR

DECISION

DESCRIPTION

Figure 4. A pattern recognition systen

2 . 1 Transducer

In a pattern recognition system the transducer could be

an optical scanner, which we are most concerned with in this



report, where the input could also be in other forms, such

as speech. The input is the original object to be

classified and the output would be in a machine readable

form. In this step the input image is converted into a two

dimensional binary-valued matrix where a "0" is used for

white cells and a "1" is used for black cells. This is done

such that if the output is higher than a preset threshold,

the cell is chosen to be a white cell and a "0" bit is

recorded on the tape, otherwise, it will be a black cell and

a "1" is recorded. There are optical scanners that encode

gray-level where they use more bits per cell. For example,

an optical resolution for medical projects could easily be

six bits which results in 64 gray-levels. Each specific

pattern recognition system has different grid size and

optical resolution due to the size of the system. This

means that a good design for specific objects and pattern

recognition algorithms does not necessarily fit the

specifications and requirements for another set of objects

and pattern recognition system. Therefore we could state

that in any experimental situation, for an ideal solution,

we need to keep the parameters adjustable and put the

scanner under program control. By doing this the scanner

will become part of the pattern recognition loop.



2 . 2 Preprocessing

The function of p i e p t oc e s s i ng f 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 8 , 1 9 ] is to

extract the propel features from the input image and to

produce another image that is easier for processing. Figure

5 illustrates the preprocessing subf un c t i on s . In the

preprocessing, an image could easily use all subfunctions

whereas another image would not require any preprocessing

(subfunctions call) at all. The preprocessor may not exist

independently, but it is a necessary part of the pattern

recognition system.

NOISE

TO FEATURE

REDUCTION

FROM
'

SCENE

ANALYSIS

<
EDGE

DETECTION

'

TRANSDUCER ,

\

k EXTRACTOR

ENCODING

APPROX IMAT ION

Figure 5. Preprocessing subfunctions



2.2.1 Image Ana 1 y s i s

The input of image analysis is still in the pictorial

form where the desired output is a description of the input

image. In a pattern recognition system, the feature

extraction only functions on individual images that have

been given descriptions such as shapes, names, etc. After

the transducer operates on the input image, the picture may

still consist of broken, incomplete, or multiple objects.

Since the feature extractor operates only on single patterns

and objects, image analysis is definitely a need in the

preprocessing. The image analyzer takes the whole image

(broken, incomplete, or multiple objects) and extracts parts

of the image that could be determined as single figures.

These extracted figures are then sent to the feature

extractor one by one where they are processed as single

figures. This process is also called segmentation. Image

analysis can be a very difficult task, however, successful

image analysis systems have been developed that handle

problems at different levels of complexity [19,20,21]. The

picture could be one of a specified finite set of

possibilities, for example, where printed numerals are

placed in well separated boxes on a formatted coding sheet.

In this case the image (picture) is matched with a finite

set of templates in order to specify which character is

actually present.



Another case would be the Images that consist of

specified parts [19,20] in specified spatial relationships,

for example, a human face containing eyes, nose, etc. In

such a case it looks for the specified parts, and as these

are found, it proceeds to find the other parts. It should

be mentioned that even the individual parts may not be

trivial to recognize, where in that case, models for the

parts are also needed for recognition. A more complex case

would be the segmentation of hand-printed text where

character shaping and spacing are very highly variant. In

such a case the segmentation is usually performed manually

and limits the automatic recognition process to a

character-by-character analysis. The most successful

hand -print i ng recognizers are run on-line, where the

operator inputs characters one by one. The operator inputs

characters at a quick succession of strokes and pauses

between characters. The obvious disadvantage of this system

is the pausing between characters that greatly slows down

the process. In attempting to analyze a picture it is

necessary to make use of whatever prior knowledge is

available about the class of pictures to which the input

picture belongs. Such knowledge can be regarded as a model.

10



2.2.2 Edge Detection

The purpose of an edge detector [6,14,15,16] is to

search for the points separating the figure from the

background of the image. Edge detectors are also called

boundary or contour detectors. These detectors operate on

images which may or may not have been previously segmented.

Most of the edge detectors only operate on a region that

consists of only a single figure (segmented input).

Rosenfeld [15,18] d i s t

i

nqui she s between the "edge" and

the "border" of a pattern. Figure 6 illustrates the border

according to Rosenfeld. The border consists of only the

blacks cells that are adjacent, either vertically or

horizontally, to white cells. In Figure 6, the border is

illustrated by the black cells that are superimposed with an

"X".

* *r

o X *

X X • • •

Figure 6. Illustration of the border
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Figure 7 illustrates the edge according to Rosenfeld.

The edge consists of points that are determined as being

located midway between the black cells and the vertical or

horizontal adjacent white cells. In Figure 7 the edge is

illustrated by the "X".

Rosenfeld defines the border "as being made up of

outermost elements of the pattern", and the edge, "as lying

midway between horizontally or vertically adjacent pairs of

pattern/background points" [15].

X t

X •

Figure 7. Illustration of the ed ge

Rosenfeld combines edge and border outline definition!

ind presents an adapted scheme that is shown in Figure 8.

12



The combined method consists of points that are diagonally

posisitoned midway between black cells and white cells.

Figure 8. Combination method adopted of the border
and edge

Kitchin and Pugh [15] point out that the disadvantage

of the Rosenfeld definition of the edge is that such a

definition requires the resulting array of points that has

twice the point density of the original array. The new

array has the density and spacing of the original array of

edge points, with the difference that each point in the new

array is shifted in both X and Y directions by one-half

point spacing. Therefore, in the new array each point lies

at the center of four points within the original array [15].

1 3



In most pattern recognition system applications it is very

useful to determine the edge of an object so that general

measurements can be extracted from the image.

In the gray-level the approach is to threshold the

input image, creating a binary image that contains values

zero or one. This is done such that the binary image

replaces each and all values in the original image by a zero

or one, depending on whether the value is above or below the

desired threshold value. In the binary image a "1" is

placed for a black point which corresponds to the

foreground, and a "0" is placed for a white point which

corresponds to the background. Therefore, the edge point of

the figure can easily be determined by white points touching

black points.

Edge detection is another method which is based on

derivative operators or local gradients of gray-level.

Derivative operators give a high value at points In the

original image where the gray-level of the image is changing

rapidly [5,19,20]. For example, in the original image each

point could be assigned the maximum value of the set formed

by taking the absolute difference of the original point

value and its eight neighboring values. Its value (the

gradient) at a point represents the "edge score" for each

point and these scores are used to locate the figure.

Another method is the combination of the computational

efficiency of the global threshold method with the data

14



sensitivity of the gradient method. The threshold in this

particular method is set dynamically rather than being

preset- Most of the useful information [5,19,20,25] in an

image is contained in the regions where a sudden change of

the gray-level occurs from one pixel to another. Such

changes usually indicate a boundary, for example, an edge

between two distinctly different objects in the image. This

information consists of the direction in which the change of

gray-level or the intensity changes most rapidly (edge

direction) and also the size of the transition (edge

magnitude). The direction of the local gradient is the

angle between the coordinate axis and the composite vector,

and the magnitude of the local image gradient is the length

of the composite vector. These quantities can be computed

from the partial derivatives of the image function. This

information allows segmentation of an image which is an

important criteria for identification and classification of

objects. Edge or boundary information can also be used in

order to determine the threshold value to isolate specific

image regions .

2.2.3 Encoding and Approximation

In the preprocessing of an image, as the picture is

passed from one procedure to another it is necessary to

change the picture"s representation in order to minimize the

amount of memory and processing time required. One method

1

r
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of such representation is run-length encoding. For example,

in the case of a binary picture [5] the conversion to

run-length is performed by scanning the original image

row-wise from left to right. The search is done until the

first black cell is found, its coordinates are then recorded

and the scan again continues until the scanner encounters a

white cell. A "black strip" is found and its length is

determined and recorded along with the initial coordinate

pair. In such an operation, the scan continues until all

the strips are determined and recorded. This would

definitely require less storage space for pictures in the

horizontal direction.

2.2.4 Noise Reduction

Noise reduction is an information reducing technique.

It is used to simplify the system logic where the

approximation is used to ease the data load on the system.

Smoothing is a technique [5,19,20] that is frequently

used for noise reduction in image processing. This method

replaces each cell in the image by some reasonable value.

For example, it replaces the cell with the integer part of

the average of the cell values and its two vertical and

horizontal neighboring pixels. In any binary image this

method would change any isolated one -valued (black) cell to

zero (white) which results in cleaning up the image.

16



Chapter 3

FEATURE EXTRACTION AND DECISION MODELS

3 . 1 Feature Extraction

The purpose of the feature or property extraction

process is to "generate an N-diraens ional vector from the

input system, which capture the "essence" of the pattern to

be recognized. It is this elusive "essence" that makes

feature extraction the least understood and hence the most

difficult part of designing pattern recognition systems"

[11] .

Rosenfeld believes that it is sometimes advantageous to

make feature extraction "a two-step process in which

pictures are first mapped into functions of a single

variable, and the functions are, in turn, mapped into real

numbe rs" [18].

In the pattern recognition system a picture still

remains after the preprocessing. Feature extraction

describes [7] the mapping of such two-dimensional spatial

object into a feature space. There are several techniques

that are used to extract features. The following section

describes some of these techniques that are most commonly

used .

17



3.2 Template Matching

This method as the name implies, is a comparison of the

image of an object with "templates" or other images already

stored in memory. In this method the original image of an

object that is to be recognized is precisely compared (pixel

by pixel) to each of the learned images. The quality of

that match is then determined by the total number of pixels

which disagree between the two images.

There are four different low-level templates [5] that

are used. These templates are total templates, partial

templates, piece templates, and flexible templates. Each of

these categories is more flexible and the matching process

is more complex than in the preceding category.

3.2.1 Total Templates

Total templates require an exact match between an image

and a template. The matching process is very restrictive,

where any displacement or orientation error of the correct

pattern will not result in a perfect match and will be

rejected. Also, the number of pixels in the input image

must be exactly the same as the number of pixels in the

template in order to have a perfect match.

3.2.2 Partial Templates

Partial templates are more flexible than total

templates. In partial templates the image is totally

18



independent from the background, therefore, allowing

multiple matches against a particular image. Since there is

no restriction on displacement in partial templates the

obvious disadvantage of this method would be the incorrect

matches that could result when the actual image is embedded

in a larger pattern. As an example, the "F" template would

be perfectly matched against the "E" template.

3.2.3 Piece Templates

Piece templates break up a single pattern into

different components and use these components to obtain a

match. The pattern " A " could be broken up into " / ",

\ ", and " - " components (piece templates) to be

recognized. The disadvantage of this method is that even by

having all the components an incorrect or unintended match

could be obtained, for example, where the symbol " V-/ " and

an " A " have the same piece templates. It should be noted

that in this method the largest piece template must be

compared first in the matching process since it could

contain smaller piece templates and it also contains the

most information.

3.2.4 Flexible Templates

Flexible templates are capable of handling

misorient a t ion problems. These templates are also called

rubber masks. Cohen and Feigenbaum explain that in the

19



process of obtaining a best match "the flexible template

starts with a good prototype of a known object. After each

comparison with the unknown object, the rubber mask is

parame t ri cal ly modified to obtain a better fit. This

relaxation procedure is continued until no more improvement

is obtained. The object can now be encoded as the template

plus a series of modifications, which can be compared

against the results with other starting templates to

determine the best match" [5].

3 . 3 High Level Template Hatching

In this method, rather than pixel to pixel matching of

an image with a template, images and templates are described

symbolically where descriptions such as first and second

moment of inertia or area are matched to template

descriptions. The first and second moments of inertia of

the input image are computed as an image is being received.

The first moment of inertia determines the location of the

center of gravity of the input object and the second moment

of inertia determines the object's orientation. In this

method it is required to rotate an object image to

correspond to the orientation of the templates. A match is

obtained if the number of unmatched pixels is below a preset

threshold. The disadvantage of this method is the

computational complexity and i n t ens iveness .

20



3.3.1 Global Feature Method

This method was developed at SRI International. It

computes the global features such as width, total area,

perimeter, total hole area, and number of internal holes.

By having this information available for an image, the

vision system performs a search among all of the templates

that are actually stored within the vision system's

database. The global feature method is widely used and is

now available commercially.

3.4 Decision Models

There are two classes of decision models in the pattern

recognition system, logical (syntactic) and statistical. In

the statistical approach the original image after the

feature extraction process is reduced to an N-dime ns i ona

1

feature vector, usually a real-valued vector. The decision

making process is based on the description of the object

that is represented by the vector. For example, if the

object to be recognized is an alphabet element, then the

description is simply a class name, "A", "B", "C", etc.

Whereas in the syntactical approach, a pattern is

represented as a graph (tree, string) of pattern primitives

and their relationships. In general, the process of

decision making is a parsing procedure.

2!



3.4.1 Logical Models

There are two classes of logical models, namely

decision-tree models and syntactic (grammatical) models.

These models are more easily understood since they are close

to natural language.

3 . A . 1 . 1 Decision-Tree Method

Decision-tree methods are typically more appropriate to

use on specific sets of objects that are to be recognized

without being segmented into more than one or two simple

sub-objects. The decision-tree approach could be thought of

as a "flow chart" approach to identify an object.

3.4.1.2 Syntactic Method

The syntactic (structural, linguistic, grammatical)

method in pattern recognition takes, as the input, some

sub-objects and their specified relationships with each

other, and outputs the name of the associated object. The

syntactic method could be easily designed in a pattern

recognition system to deal with object classes of a very

complex internal structure. The basic idea behind the

syntactic pattern recognition approach [11] is to describe

highly complex patterns in terms of a hierarchical

composition of simpler patterns. This approach is more

easily understood since it holds the similarity between the

hierarchical (treelike) structure of patterns and the syntax

21>



of languages. Figure 9 shows the picture of geometric

figures that can he described in terms of the hierarchical

structural description as shown in Figure 10 [9,10].

a c

O ' H d

b e

Figure 9. Picture of geometric figures
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Picture

Arc a Arc b Line Line Line Line
Segment Segment Segment Segment

Figure 10. Hierarchical structural description

As shown in Figures 9 and 10, in this approach a set of

features are extracted from the pictorial patterns and these

extracted features are interpreted as the coordinates of

points in a vector (feature) space. Then partitioning the

feature space into sub-objects that correspond to patterns

within the same class occurs.

3.4.1.2.1 Relational Graph

A relational graph [9,10] is the representation of the

structural information of a pattern. For example, the

picture of geometric figures in Figure 9 could be described

24



in great detail where relations between various sub-objects

and primitives are explicitly specified. It should be noted

that syntactic pattern recognition could be very useful if

and only if the pattern primitives (fundamental subpatterns

selected) are much simpler to classify than the original

patterns themselves. Figure 11 [10] is the relational graph

of Figure 9

.

Part-of

Picture

Part-of

Circle G Rectangle H

Part-of/ \ Part-of /Part-of / Part-of\ Part-of Part-of

'Conn. -to / Conn. -to \ Conn.-to\

a -t. *. b c < > d « >. e < ^ f

Connected-to

Connected-to

Figure 11. Relational graph of Figure 9
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Fu states [8,9] that the most attractive aspect of the

syntactic approach is its capability to use the recursive

nature of a grammar, which is applying the grammatical rules

any number of times, to express in a very compact way some

basic structural characteristics of infinite sentences. As

stated before, syntactic approach is very practical only if

a large set of complex objects could be described by using

small sets of simpler sub-objects and grammatical rules.

3. A. 2 Statistical Approach

The statistical approach [4] in pattern recognition, in

spite of its incredibly fast development, is still in its

infancy. As mentioned earlier, in the statistical method

the pattern is represented as an N-dimensional feature

vector and the process of decision making is totally based

on similarity measurements. The geometrical interpretations

are usually more explicit ways of explaining some basic

concepts of the statistical method in pattern recognition.

For example, consider the set of two-dimensional

measurements of the two pattern classes A and B [4] in

Figure 12.

26



(a)

o

(b)

(c)

Figure 12. Two-dimensional measurements of two
pattern classes A and B
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As shown in Figure 12(a), a nonlinear decision boundary is

constructed in order to partition the pattern without an

error into class A and class B. It should be noted that the

two classes that are disjoint in the pattern are called

separable classes. The dashed line represents that the

decision boundary is linearly separable. Figure 12(b) shows

that the two classes cannot always be a single decision

boundary, although if the statistical decision theory is

applied, it could only be partitioned with a minimum error.

In Figure 12(c), class A is partitioned into two

sub-classes, sub-class A., and sub-class A_ , therefore

requiring the decision boundaries to be constructed between

class B and sub-class A..

Statistical pattern recognition is very highly

diversified and still with a number of scattered results.

In this introductory exposition, it is almost impossible to

describe, even in broad terms, the many varied disciplines

within statistical pattern recognition.
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CHAPTER 4

AN APPROACH FOR PROCESSING OF BINARY IMAGES

A considerable amount of research has been done toward

development of precise and complete methods of processing of

two dimensional images stored as binary matrices. A very

large portion of this development has been directed towards

understanding and solving problems of character recognition

as well as object recognition. Solving such problems

[12,15,18,26] involves not only the assigning of an image to

one of a set of prespecified classes but also requires a

description of the image. The number of possible

descriptions is very large so it is not practical to regard

one description as defining a class. A description could

refer to different subsets of an object where it specifies

properties of these subsets. In order to determine such a

description, an automatic pattern recognition system must be

well capable of segmenting the object subsets as described

in Section 2.2.1 of this paper. It should be stated that

there is actually no standard method of segmentation as yet

developed. Different types of subsets can actually be

objects themselves, of course, this is totally dependent

upon the type of description that is desirable. This

chapter presents an analysis of a technique for the

29



processing of binary images that was developed over a period

of five years by P. W. Kitchin, Patscentre Benelux, Belgium,

and Alan Pugh of the Department of Electronic Engineering,

University of Hull, England [ 15 ] •

4.1 Shape and Size

The objects could be in any arbitrary geometric shape

[3,22] and the number of objects is essentially unlimited.

This technique also assumes that all objects presented to

the assembly machine must be exact templates of the

reference objects. Also in this model, there is absolutely

no allowance for any deviation in size or shape of the

object to be recognized. Any deviation directly results in

an absolute rejection of the object. Therefore, the

description of the object must contain only the information

that originally exists within the stored image of the data

base.

4 .

2

Position and Orientation

An object can be presented to the system in any

position and any orientation in the field of view. Though

it should be noted that for such a system a position and

orientation invariant description is required in order for

it to recognize the object components. It is important to

measure these parameters in order to make it possible for

further manipulations, whereas, the individual alphabets do
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not require these measurements because they are presented in

a relatively constrained orientation.

4.3 Basic Parameters

There are several parameters that must be derived from

an object in order to provide essential and valuable

information about the object. These parameters are namely

the area, perimeter, minimum enclosing rectangle, center of

area, minimum radius vector and maximum radius vector, and

holes .

4.3.1 Area and Perimeter

The area and perimeter of the object provides the

d i mens i onle ss shape factor which is (area ) / ( pe r i me t e r ) .

This factor is an important parameter in the pattern

recognition system. The area and perimeter of the object

also provide some classification criteria independent from

the position and orientation of the image.

4.3.2 Minimum Enclosing Rectangle

Minimum enclosing rectangle provides information on the

size of the object depending on the coordinates of the

minimum enclosing rectangle. Of course, these coordinates

would be totally dependent upon the size and orientation of

the object.
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4.3.3 Center of Area

The center of area is the origin for the minimum and

maximum radius vectors. The center of area is totally

independent of the object orientation and could be easily

determined. It is an important parameter for determining

the location and, therefore, the recognition of the object.

4.3.4 Minimum and Maximum Radius Vectors

The minimum and maximum radius vectors are the

distances from the center of area to two points on the edge

of an object. This determines the minimum and maximum

length and direction of the vectors from the center of area

to those points.

4.3.5 Holes

The holes within an object could be approached as

different objects relative to the object that they are in,

having size, shape, and position. The number of holes, if

any, within an object, is an important parameter for

recognition.

4 . 4 Edge Ex traction

In this system it is assumed that the edge detector

produces an unbroken sequence of boundary points. An "edge"

is described in Section 2.2.2 (Edge Detection) and a formal

definition of border and edge is given according to
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Rosenfeld [15]. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the differences

between the edge and the border, and Figure 8 is the

combination method of Figures 6 and 7 .

A

.

k . 1 Ed ge Tr a c e

Edge trace could be thought of as a procedure that

provides the system with many different parameters of the

edge to be traced. Figure 13 illustrates these parameters.
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- X X MIN X CENTROID X MAX

Figure 13. Parameters that are returned by Edge Trace
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As Figure 13 Indicates, the coordinates of the initial

start-up points, START X and START Y are loaded initially

into the system. These parameters are summarized in Table 1

[15]. These parameters are stored as global variables that

contain a complete description of the edge in the form of a

list of vectors.

3
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VARIABLE VALUE

PERIMETER The length of the traced edge (positive
integer)

The enclosed area (positive integer)

X MAX, X MIN The maximum and minimum X and Y

coordinates reached by the edge trace
Y MAX, Y MIN (negative integers)

X CENTROID

Y CENTROID

The X and Y coordinates of the
center of enclosed area
(negative integers)

VECTOR COUNT The number of elemental vectors within the
traced edge. This number is equal to the
number of edge points (a negative
integer).

CHAIN VECTOR An ordered array of the directions on the
vectors making up the outline. The array
has VECTOR COUNT elements.

Table 1. Summary of parameters returned by Edge Trace
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4 . 5 Vector Notations

The vector notation used in. this system is defined as

the path between any pair of connected points in the image

matrix where "a point in the image matrix is defined as

being connected to another point if it occupies one of the

eight immediately adjacent locations in the matrix" [15].

Figure 14 illustrates the eight possible paths between two

points in the image. These paths are called elemental

vectors and their directions are labeled (-8) to (-1).

Figure 14. The elemental vectors
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In order to be able to describe a pattern precisely, a

complete description of the vectors^ directions that links

one particular point to the next point in the image is

determined and these vectors and their corresponding

directions are stored in an array. For example, consider

the simple outline in Figure 15. The chain vector numbers

and vector values (vector direction) of Figure 15 are also

shown in Table 2 .

1

18 17

STARTING 20 19/ 16

POINT X-*

1]
X

-X " x
i

15

2J f 14

X X

3| f 13
X ->x X

4 5\
X

X—

1 1 2

X

til
*>X

7 8 9 10

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

-1

Figure 15. The outline In the vector form
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CHAIN VECTOR VECTOR
NUMBER VALUE

-1 -2

-2 -2

-3 -2

-4 -8

-5 -1

-6 -2

-7 -8

-8 -8

-9 -8

-10 -8

-11 -6

-12 -6

-13 -6

-14 -6

-15 -5

-16 -5

-17 -4

-18 -4

-19 -3

-20 -4

Table 2. The chain vector numbers
of Figure 15

and vector values
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4 .

6

Perimeter Computation

The perimeter of an outline (image matrix) such as

Figure 15 could easily be determined as the sura of the

magnitudes of the constituent elemental vectors such that

the even numbered directions of the chain vector numbers

would have magnitudes of 1 unit and the odd numbered

directions would have magnitudes of n2 units. The process

is such that as each point in the image matrix is located

(chain vector number and its corresponding direction), one

of the two integers, even-perim or odd-perirn is incremented.

At the end of the search the perimeter is determined by

PERIMETER - EVEN-PERIM + ODD-PER IM OUT )

where the perimeter is rounded to the nearest integer

number. It should be noted that the image matrix is assumed

to be of unit spacing as shown in Figure 14.

4 .

7

Area Computation

The area of the image matrix is determined as the

summation of the areas between each and all elemental

vectors from an arbitrary line. In this case, as Figure 15

indicates, the arbitrary line is chosen to be the line Y=0,

and based on the line Y=0, any other Y values for each point

in the image matrix could be obtained.

In the calculations of the area of the image matrix,

since Y is assumed to be a negative number, a positive area

corresponds to the elemental vectors having a decreasing X
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component where a negative area corresponds to the elemental

vectors having an increasing X component. Figuie 16

illustrates the elemental vectors and their corresponding

areas .

Y-l

UNIT

Figure 16. Elemental vectors and their corresponding
areas

As Figure 16 shows the elemental vectors having directions

-5, -4, and -3 contain positive areas whereas elemental

vectors having directions -8, -7, and -1 have negative
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areas. We can therefore conclude that the net area of an

Image matrix traced in an anti-clockwise direction would

result in a net positive area.

The formulas for the area corresponding to each

elemental vector is shown in Table 3 along with the double

area for ease of computation.

ELEMENTAL VECTOR AREA 2(AREA)

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

men
(Y-1/2X1)

(Y-l/2)(-l)

(Y)(-l)

(Y+l/2)(-l)

(Y+1/2M1)

2Y

2Y-1

-2Y+1

-2Y

-2Y-1

2Y+1

Table 3. Formulas of area for all elemental vectors
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In order to determine the area of an Image matrix the

chain vector value and the corresponding Y value (in this

case from the line Y = 0) for each and all chain elemental

vectors is obtained from Figure 15. The vector element

numbers and values, the Y values, and the summation of

double areas are all summarized in Table 4. As stated

above, in order to avoid unnecessary calculations of the 1/2

factor for the area, the sum of double areas are calculated

and in the end this area is divided by two for the result of

the actual area.
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VECTOR ELEMENT VECTOR ELEMENT
NUMBER VALUE Y 2(AREA) ^2(AREA)

-1

-2

-3

-4

- c
.

-6

-7

-8

-9

-10

-1 1

-12

-13

-14

-15

-16

-17

-18

-19

-20

2 -7

2 -6

2 -5

8 -4 -8 -8

1 -4 -7 -15

2 -3 -15

8 -2 -4 -19

8 -2 -4 -23

8 -2 -4 -27

8 -2 -4 -31

ft -2 -31

6 -3 -31

6 -4 -31

6 -5 -31

5 -ft + 13 -18

5 -7 + 15 -3

4 -8 + 16 + 13

4 -8 + 16 + 29

1 -8 + 15 + 44

4 -7 + 14 + 58

NET AREA - 29

Table 4. Results of the area computations
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4 • 8 First Moments of Area and Centroids Computations

From the calculated area of the outline, the X and Y

coordinates of the center of the enclosed area could now be

determined. In order to do so the first moments of area

about the X and Y axis are desired. Tables 5 and 6 show all

elemental vectors and their corresponding formulas for the

first moment of area about the X and Y axis, respectively.

In both cases the sum of the moments of area will result in

a desired negative number. When this total negative moment

of area is divided by the actual positive area, a negative

value for both X and Y will be obtained as desired. It

should be noted that the odd elemental vectors contain a

constant term, +1/6 or -1/6 in their formulas. In an image

matrix (closed outline) the number of elemental vectors

could easily become very large where the constant terms will

result in cancelling themselves. Also, the constant term is

very small in comparison with the total enclosed area or the

2 2value of Y or X , therefore, this constant is eliminated in

Tables 5 and 6 where the expression for double moments of

area about X and Y are given.

The total of 2(M ) and 2(M ) are then determined as
x y

sum-moment -X and sum-moment-Y where the division of these

negative numbers by the double area will simply result in

the values of X and Y centroids. See Appendix A for the

calculations of moments of area about X and Y axis and the

resulting X-centroid and Y-centroid.
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VECTOR DIRECTION 2(M..)

2Y/2

Y /2 - Y/2 + 1/6 Y(Y-l)

-5 -Y /2 + Y/2 - 1/6

-Y
2
/2

Y(-Y+l)

„2

-Y /2 - Y/2 - 1/6 Y(-Y-l)

Y /2 + Y/2 + 1/6 Y(Y+1)

The constant terms +1/6 and -1/6 are eliminated

Table 5. Formulas for moment of area about the X axis
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VECTOR DIRECTION 2(M )

y

X/2 + X/2 + 1/6

XV2

X/2 - X/2 + 1/6

-X/2 + X/2 - 1/6

2-X/2

X(X+1)

x
2

X(X-l)

X(-X+l)

v 2

-X/2 - X/2 - 1/6 X(-X-l)

The constant terms +1/6 and -1/6 are eliminated.

Table 6. Formulas for moment of area about the Y axis
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Now that the X-centroid and Y-centroid of the object are

known, this coordinate (X,Y) will be the center of area of

the object, which is the origin for the minimum and maximum

radius vectors. From this origin, minimum and maximum

radius vectors could easily be found by tracing the edge of

the object in a counterclockwise direction. The lowest and

highest value from the center of area to the object edge

will be the minimum and maximum radius vectors.

The holes, as mentioned earlier, could be treated as

single objects relative to the object that they are in. The

procedures to find perimeter, area, moments, etc. as

described could be applied directly for individual holes.

It should be stated that if an object contains one or more

holes, an additional parameter comes into consideration.

This parameter is the distance(s) of the center(s) of area

of the hole(s) from the center of area of the object. This

is an important parameter and is widely used for similarity

measurements in pattern recognition systems.

In addition to the hole pattern in terms of the

distance between the centers of area of the holes from the

center of area of the object that they are in, an additional

parameter is obtained, namely, the relative angular position

of the holes to the center of area of the object. Figure 17

Illustrates the holes within an object and their parameters

as a model where R . , R
?

, and R- are the distances of the

centers of area of the holes from the center of area of the
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object, and a- , a., and a_ ate their relative angular

positions, respectively.

AREA PERIMETER,

AREA,

Figure 17

.

The parameters of the holes located within
an ob j ec

t
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4.9 Circles Model

The circles model Is a technique that takes advantage

of the center of area principles in order to recognize an

object, including all alphabetic characters, regardless of

shape, size, and orientation criteria. The process of

recognition starts for any given image (object) by

determining the center of area of such an image. See

Section 4.3.3 for center of area. From this center of area

a number of circles of a given radius is then superimposed

on the center of area of the given image. The number of

circles, centered on the center of area of the object is

totally dependent on the size, shape, and degree of

precision desired of the match with the stored known object

in the data base. This means the more circles superimposed

on the object, the more feature points are then determined,

therefore, a more precise match could be obtained from those

feature points. It should be noted that by increasing the

number of circles superimposed on the object, and therefore

increasing the number of feature points, results in a more

precise and accurate, but at the same time, slower

recognition process.

Recognition by the circle model is such that a circle

of a given radius is superimposed on the center of an object

where the intersections of the circle with the image outline

are defined as the feature points. These feature points are

namely the distances (radius) from the intersection points
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of the circle(s) and their relative angular positions from

the center of area of the image.

The intersection points are found as an ordered list.

The list could start from any predefined position within the

image and then continues in a counterclockwise direction.

The rotation of the input ordered list or the reference list

of intersection points relative to one another may then be

required in order to find a match. Figure 18 illustrates

the feature points that are obtained by superimposing two

circles on the center of area of an image. In the next

section, the placement of the circle is presented.
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Figure 18. Circles superimposed on the image
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It is necessary to superimpose more than one circle on

the center of area in order to specifically define the

orientation of an object, or to differentiate it from

another similar object. In Figure 18 the ordered lists are

in the order that they are found in a counterclockwise

direction. The difference obtained when comparing the two

radius-angle lists illustrates two different orientations of

the object. In order to get a match, the two images and

their feature points are compared In the following steps:

1. Both ordered lists must be checked to ensure

that they have the same number of entries

(radius and its relative angular position).

2. The entries within the two lists are then

compared one by one for a match between the

two ordered lists for both radius and relative

angular position entries.

3. If no match is obtained between the two lists

then one ordered list is rotated by one

angular position value in the counterclockwise

direction and the comparison Is repeated.

In Step 1 , in order to simplify the comparison process,

the measured angular position values need to be compared if

and only if an exact match of the two ordered lists of

radius numbers was previously found.
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The orientation of one object relative to another could

be determined after the correlation between the two lists

containing radius numbers and the angular positions is

obtained. As shown in Figure 18(a) and 18(b), this degree

of rotation can be viewed as the accumulation of angular

position(s) in the ordered list. This accumulation is the

result of removing one or more angular value position(s)

from the top and placing it at the bottom of the stacked

ordered list. The procedure is repeated until a match is

found. In the case of a match, the accumulated values will

determine the degree of rotation relative to the original

image stored in the data base. Table 7 shows angular

positions, their values, and corresponding radius that

correspond to Figure 18(a) and 18(b).
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Original Image

Angle Value Rad i us

9
A

188 R
2

6
B

16 R
2

e
c

25 R
2

% 78 R
l

8
E

12 R
l

8« 41 R i

Image Rotated

Angle Value Rad ius

9
B

16 R
2

\ 25 R
2

9
D

78 R
l

9
E

12 R
l

6
F

41 R
2

fl
.

188 R,

Table 7. Orientation measurements of Figure 18(a) and 18(b)
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4.9.1 Criteria for Select ing the Radius of the Circles

In selecting the radius of the circles superimposed on

the center of the area of the object the following are

considered to be suitable criteria.

1. In order to select the radius of the largest circle, the

largest distance from the center of area to a point on

the outline image (image after edge detection) must be

determined. The largest circle must then have a radius

less that the distance obtained.

2. The number of intersection points should not be too

small or too large, approximately greater than two and

less than or equal to ten, totally dependent on the size

of the object.

3. For precision and accuracy of the match and orientation

purposes, the radius should be as large as possible,

thus obtaining more intersection points by superimposing

such a circle.

4. The radius should be selected such that for small

changes in the radius new points should not be obtained

nor should intersection points disappear.

5. The intersection points obtained by the superimposed

circles should uniquely define the orientation of the

image.
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6. For orientation purposes of a component or for

differentiating one component from another, it is

definitely better to superimpose more that one circle on

the center of area of the component. This would indeed

result in a more accurate match and orientation-

4.9.2 Advantages of the Circle Model

There are many advantages of the circle model for

pattern recognition, specifically object recognition. The

circle model solves the problems of wrong way up position,

orientation, and detection of overlapping objects.

4.9.2.1 Wrong Way Up Position

The advantage of the circle model according to Alan

Pugh [15] is its ability to recognize and distinguish the

"wrong way up" situation. Figure 19 illustrates the "wrong

way up" position. In such a situation the object is being

viewed from the "flip side" or in other words, the back side

of the image. In order to distinguish the "wrong way up"

situation the angular position values with their

corresponding radius numbers are compared with the original

image features within the data base. Also the angular

position values and their difference values appear in

reverse order for the "wrong way up" component.
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The circle model is Indeed a very powerful technique

for extracting feature points and specifying features of an

arbitrarily shaped object for recognition process and

orientation purposes of an object.

4.9.2.2 Orientation

Another advantage of the circle model is its ability to

present an object to the machine in any orientation in the

field of view. Of course, in the case of character

recognition it should be noted that individual alphabets do

not require orientation measurements since they are normally

presented to the system in a relatively constrained

orientat ion

.

4.9.2.3 Detection of Overlapping Objects

Another advantage of this model is its detection of

overlapping objects [13,15] in the early stages of the

recognition process. Detecting overlapping objects in

pattern recognition systems is an essential task, but at the

present time is still in its early developmental stages.

The approach that I recommend for a pattern recognition

system (specifically for object recognition) is based on the

principle that if point X is outside a closed object "0"

and is connected by a straight line to another point X_ in

any arbitrary plane, then X_ must also be outside the object

"0" if and only if the straight line XX intersects object

"0" an even number of times. Therefore, it is determined
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that if line XX only intersects the object "0" an odd

number of times then X. is indeed inside the object "0" and

thus it belongs to object "0". Figure 20 illustrates this

principle.
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(a) X. does not belong to object "0"

(b) X„ belongs to object "0"

Figure 20. Position of point X with the object "0"
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Based on this principle, the problem of overlapping

objects could be approached in such a way that after edge

detection, if the image outline is intersected an even

number of times, then the outline image could be segmented

and processed as two different outline images. If the image

outline is intersected an odd number of times, the outline

cannot be segmented and is therefore traced as a single

ou 1 1 i ne 1 mage .

In the vector elemental form of an outline image an

intersection point is defined as when two points lie in two

separate planes, In other words, they are located on both

sides of the outline image (boundary or contour line). In

the case where two points are overlapping it is not

considered an intersection point. Figure 21 illustrates

such intersection points.

J
U--

(a) An intersection point (b) Not an intersection point

Figure 21. Intersection points of boundary lines
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In Figure 21(a) the intersection counter is only

incremented once even though the outline image P. has three

vector elements overlapping with the boundary line B . ,

whereas, in Figure 21(b) the intersection counter is not

incremented at all.

In conclusion it could be stated that if an outline

Image is within (inside) another outline image having no

intersection points, or an odd number of intersection

points, they both are considered one single object. In the

case of an even number of intersection points, the object is

segmented into two single objects.

4.9.3 Disadvantages of the Circle Model

A disadvantage of this model is the size and shape

dependability. As stated before, the objects could be in

any arbitrary geometric shape but the description (size and

shape) of the unknown object must exactly match the

information that exists about the original Image stored

within the data base. In other words, the object to be

presented to the system must be of exact templates to the

reference object or it results in a definite mismatch.

The re are a few techniques that have recently been developed

to resolve the size dependability problems in the object

recognition process. However, in such techniques, they

eliminate the two most valuable parameters, namely, the area

and perimeters of the object to be matched. It should be
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noted that not all pattern recognition systems need to be

size and shape independent. For example, in a part

inspection pattern recognition system, size and shape

dependability is a must, whereas In a more general pattern

recognition system, when the only purpose Is the recognition

of the object (belonging to a specific object category), the

size i ndependabi 1 i t y is required. The size independabi li t

y

can easily be in favor of a specific pattern recognition

system, however, it could be unfavorable for another system,

totally depending on the purpose of the specific pattern

recognition system.

4.10 Machine Vision Vs. Human Vision

The ultimate goal of computer vision/pattern

recognition researchers is to approximate as closely as

possible the human vision system [1,17] in order for further

advancements in machine vision. As stated in Chapter 1,

this should not imply that advanced technology exists to

exactly duplicate human vision, it need not, and it does

no t .

The human vision system is very highly complex and

quite different in comparison to machine vision. Tomaso

Poggio states that

"Indeed, it is widely expected that a coming
generation of computers and robots will have
sensory, motor and even ^intellectual* skills
closely resembling our own. How might such
machines be designed? Can our rapidly growing
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knowledge of the human brain be a guide? And at
the same time can our advances in "artificial
intelligence* help us to understand the brain?

At the level of their hardware (the brain's or a

computer's) the differences are great. The
neurons or nerve cells in a brain are small,
delicate structures bound by a complex membrane
and closely packed in a medium of supporting cells
that control a complex and probably quite variable
chemical environment. They are very unlike the
wires and etched crystals of semiconducting
materials on which computers are based. In the
organization of the hardware the differences also
are great. The connections between neurons are
very numerous (any one neuron may receive many
thousands of inputs) and are distributed in three
dimensions. In a computer the wires linking
circuit components are limited by present-day
solid-state technology to a relatively small
number arranged more or less two-di mens i onal ly

"

[17].

Human vision with its complex structure does indeed

have an advantage over machine vision for its ability and

capability to analyze and recognize qualitative aspects of

an image or a scene, although machine vision has the ability

to measure quantitative data. Glorioso and Colon Osorio

[11] present a theory known as the Muller-Lyer illusion, as

Figure 22 illstrates. The vertical lines seem to be of

different lengths, however, both vertical lines are the

exact same length.
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Figure 2 2. Muller-Lyer illusion

Glorioso and Colon Osorio state that "In terms of the stored

model theory, an explanation of this illusion is that the

leftmost Image represents an outside corner of a square

object, the rightmost Image represents an inside corner of,

for example, a room, and the perceptual system shrinks one

and enlarges the other to compensate for the distortion

caused by perspective" [11]. From this we can conclude that

Indeed human vision could sometimes be less accurate and

precise than machine vision in measuring quantitative data.

Machine vision systems have limited capabilities and

performances compared to human vision. Tables 8 and 9

summarize [24] the capabilities and evaluations of

performance of both machine and human vision, respectively.
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Capabi 1 i t i es

Di stance

Orientation

Motion

Edges/Regions

Image Shapes

Image
Organization

Surface Shading

2-D
Interpretati on

3-D
Interpretation

Machine Vision

Limited capabilities

Good for 2-D

Limited, sensitive
to image blurring

High contrast image
required

Good quantitative
raeasu reme n t s

Special software
needed; limited
capabi 1 ity

Limited capability
with gray scale

Excellent for well
defined features

Very limited
capabilities

Human Vi s i on

Good qualitative
capabilities

Good qualitative
capabilities

Good qualitative
capabilities

Highly developed

Qualitative only

Highly developed

Highly developed

Highly developed

Highly developed

In Ge ne ra

1

Best for quantita-
tive measurement of
structured scene

Best for qualita-
tive interpretation
of complex and
unstructured scene

Table 8. Evaluation of capabilities
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Performance
Cri teria

Re solution

Processing
Speed

Discrimination

Machine Vision

Limited by pixel
array size

Fraction of a second
per image

Limited to high con-
trast i mages

Human Vision

High resolution
capabi 1 i t y

Real t i me pro-
cessing

Very sensitive
discrimination

Accuracy

Operating Cost

Accurate for part
discrimination based
upon quantitative
differences. Accuracy
remains consistent at

high production volume.

High for low volume,
lower than human vision
at hi gh vol ume

Ace urate at dis-
tinguishing
qualitative dif-
ferences . May
decrease at high
vol ume

.

Lower than
machine at low
vo 1 ume

In General Best at high production Best at low or
volume moderate produc-

tion vol ume

Table 9. Evaluation of performance
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Present day machine vision systems are not even

comparable to human vision, which is highly complex and

delicately structured. But at the same time, human vision

can definitely be a guide to seek solutions and make

advancements In artificial intelligence, specifically

computer vision. See Appendix B for Commercial Machine

Vision System Specifications [24],
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5 . 1 Concl us i on

The framework of the automatic pattern recognition

systems and its terminology as presented and analyzed in the

preceding chapters provides a useful technique for solving

pattern recognition problems, specifically object

recognition. This report has analyzed techniques for

feature extraction from the binary image of an object in

order to derive parameters used in the recognition process.

An approach for processing binary images was then presented

to determine the existence of a match between an object and

the stored image of this particular object in the data base.

This approach allows the object to be presented to the

machine in any orientation. The design of a particular

pattern recognition system is totally based on ad hoc

considerations since the system is dependent on the input

data and cost constraints.

In designing an automatic pattern recognition system,

careful consideration is required in the preprocessing

stages (see Chapter 2 ) , specifically for selecting the type

of data that the system is designed to handle. In other

words, specifying the type of data that is sent to the
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transducer for processing. Indeed with all advancements in

artificial Intelligence, specifically automatic pattern

recognition systems, this advanced technology definitely

requires human intelligence and interaction as a guide

through various rough spots in the recognition process*

The pattern recognition approach that was presented and

analyzed in Chapter 4 is a powerful technique for object

recognition. This model is well suited for recognition of

objects, inspection, orientation, and position purposes.

The perimeter, area, moments about X and Y axes, and the

center of area, are indeed useful parameters in the

recognition process. However, computations of such

parameters from the binary images and their vector elemental

representations highly depend on and involve mathematical

theory and concepts that would directly decrease the

processing speed of pattern recognition systems.

The circle model is indeed a useful and powerful

technique for feature extraction and, in addition, for

recognizing objects and their orientations. It also detects

overlapping situations of any arbitrarily shaped object from

its outline image. The ability of the circle model for

recognizing the "wrong way up" situation makes this model

more attractive.

It should be stated that even though an automatic

pattern recognition system can solve the recognition

problems, it must be kept in mind that human vision not only
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solves such problems, it also seeks solutions. With all

advancements in artificial intelligence, specifically in the

area of computer vi s i on /pa 1 1 er n recognition, human vision is

an ultimate source of information for understanding and

approaching artificial intelligence problems.
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5 .2 Future Work

Artificial intelligence, specifically computer

vi s i on /pa t

t

ern recognition, is in its early incremental

development stages where it requires the machine to have

special talents, such as stereopsis, decision making, and

above all, the capability of seeking solutions. Today, it

is possible to design and build model-based vision systems

that could operate well with very limited numbers of

specified objects. It is well expected improvements and

advancements in performance of such model-based vision

systems will be furthered developed in the near future.

Further research and development in the area of

three-dimensional imaging and stereopsis (integration of

depth information) definitely requires further advancements.

Three-dimensional interpretation of an image will definitely

provide some quantitative constraints which can be used to

greatly reduce the amount of search needed for pattern

recognition processes. Another topic for research

development that is directly related to three-dimensional

object recognition is the area of development and reduction

of complexity in the three-dimensional scene. By developing

models and algorithms that include a complete and precise

description of the object to be recognized, the segmentation

time will be reduced considerably.

New pattern recognition algorithms and models need to

be developed to recognize the relationships between the
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object and its neighboring objects that exists in a natural

environment. With all advancements in pattern recognition,

the object to be recognized still requires a relatively

orderly environment. Advancements need to be accomplished

so that the objects can be recognized in a less structured

env i ronme n t

.

Further research needs to be performed in the area of

evidential reasoning to develop an automated technique

(learning systems) for evidence and interpretations of

objects in a coherent scene. The performance of these

learning systems will eventually increase by accumulating

visual input information.

Overlapping and touching of objects also require

further research. Current pattern recognition systems may

detect overlapping situations, however, they do not

recognize overlapping objects.
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Chain Vector Number Vali 2(M ) V2(M )
x ^__» x

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-8

-9

-10

-1 1

-12

-13

-14

-1 5

-16

-1 7

-18

-19

-20

-2 -7

-2 -6

-2 -5 o

-8 -4 16 16

-1 -4 12 28

-2 -3 2 8

-8 -2 4 32

-8 -2 4 36

-8 -2 4 40

-8 -2 4 44

-6 -2 44

-6 -3 44

-6 -4 44

-6 -5 44

-5 -6 -42 2

-5 -7 -56 -54

-4 -8 -64 -118

-4 -8 -64 -182

-3 -8 -56 -238

-4 -7 -49 -287

2(M ) = -287
(2)Xrea = 58
Y-centroid = 2(M /(2))Are<

Y-cent roi

d

-4.95
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Chain Vector Number 2<V 22(V
-i

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-8

-9

10

-1 1

-12

•13

-14

-15

-16

-17

-18

-19

-20

-2 -8 -64 -64

-2 -8 -64 -128

-2 -8 -64 -192

-8 -8 -192

-1 -7 -42 -234

-2 -6 -36 -270

-8 -6 -270

-8 -5 -270

-8 -4 -270

-8 -3 -270

-6 -: + 4 -266

-6 -2 + 4 -262

-6 -2 + 4 -258

-6 -2 + 4 -254

-5 -2 + 6 -248

-5 -3 + 12 -236

-4 -4 -236

-4 -5 -236

-3 -6 -48 -284

-4 -7 -284

2(M ) = -284
(2)Xrea - 58
X-centrold - 2(M /(2))Ares

X-cent roid « -4.89
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COMMERCIAL MACHINE VISION SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

COMPANY
APPLIED

INTELLIGENT
SYSTEMS

AUTOMATIX COGNEX

MODEL PIXIE AUTO-
VISION II

ROBO-
VISION IIA

CYBER-
VISION III

DATAMAN

TYPE OF
SYSTEM

BINARY

GRAY SCALE M LEVELS • • • •

RESOLUTION (PIXEL ARRAY) 121 I 121 244 I 248 244 1241 244 1 24>
.MO-

CHARACTER
HEIGHT

PROCESSING
SPEED (RATE/MINUTE)

REAL
TIME

360 PARTS;
2300 HOLES

150
INCHES

360
PARTS

900
CHARACTERS

m
z
m
z
o
a
3
o
u
a
S
<
Q
z
<
m

CAMERA
SOLID
STATE

SOLID
STATE

OR VIDICON

SOLIO
STATE

OR VIDICON

SOLID
STATE

OR VIDICON
VIDICON

LIGHT SOURCE •

COMPUTER AIS
COMPUTER AI32 AI32 AI32 LSI-11/23

SOFTWARE THREADED
COOE

RAIL
LANGUAGE

RAIL
LANGUAGE

RAIL
LANGUAGE

MACRO
ASSEMBLER

OUTPUT INTERFACE RS-232 RS-232 RS-232 RS-232 RS-232

MONITOR • • • • RCA

DATA ENTRY KEYBOARD KEYBOARD KEYBOARD KEYBOARD KEYBOARD

OTHER AID 800
ROBOT

AID 600
ROBOT

TYPICAL SYSTEM
COST (J000) 25 JO

100 (with

ROBOT)
130 (with

ROBOT 30

(A
Z
O

<
o
a.
a.
<
m
-j
BO
<

5
M
M
o
I

Z
o

u
Hi

E
z

MEASUREMENT •

VERIFICATION • •

SURFACE
INSPECTION

•

6

a
<a

MATERIAL
SORTING/HANDLING

• • • •

CHARACTER
RECOGNITION

•

BIN PICKING

o-
a:

Z
O
o

WELDING •

PROCESSING/
MACHINING

•

FASTENING/
ASSEMBLY

•
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COMMERCIAL MACHINE VISION SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

COMPANY CONTROL
AUTOMATION COPPERWELD

EVERETT/
CHARLES GENERAL ELECTR.C

MODEL
CAV.1000 OPTO-SENSE

OPTO-SENSE
MENTOR

ERMAC
2500

OPTO-
MATION II 1 PARS

TYPE OF
SYSTEM

BINARY • • • • •

GRAY SCALE •

RESOLUTION (PIXEL ARRAY) 128 i 128 244 I 248 244 I 248 2S5 i 2SS 244 I 248

PROCESSING
SPEED (RATE/MINUTE) 120 PARTS 800 PARTS

10
t-

z
H
z
o
a.

X
o

a
B
<
a
z
<

CAMERA
SOLID
STATE

SOLID
STATE

SOLID
STATE VIDICON

SOLID
STATE
(CID)

VIDICON

LIGHT SOURCE • • STROBE
LIGHT

STROBE
LIGHT

COMPUTER HP 85 LSI-11/2 2-80 INTEL
801 OB

GE
PN2304

GE
PN2304

SOFTWARE BASIC
LANGUAGE

TEACH
CONTROL
MODULE

DIRECT
LOGIC

LANGUAGE
VPL

LANGUAGE

OUTPUT INTERFACE RS-232C RS-232G RS-232G RS-232 RS-232C RS-232

MONITOR • • •

DATA ENTRY KEYBOARD KEYBOARD KEYBOARD

OTHER

TYPICAL SYSTEM
COST (5000) 20 so so 23 40-50 23

tit

Z

<
y
I
a.
<
M3
€K
5

o
3

Z
o

u
w
0.

en

z

MEASUREMENT • • • •

VERIFICATION • • • • •

SURFACE
INSPECTION

p

<

MATERIAL
SOHTING HANDLING • • • • • •

CHARACTER
RECOGNITION •

BIN PICKING

z
o
O

WELDING

PROCESSING/
MACHINING

FASTENING/
ASSEMBLY • •
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COMMERCIAL MACHINE VISION SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

COMPANY HAM INDUSTRIES INSPECTION TECHNOLOGY MACHINE INTELLIGENCE
CORPORATION

MODEL HS-1000 HS-2000 ITI-2020 ITI-2030 VS-100 VS-110

TYPE OF
SYSTEM

BINARY • • • •

GRAY SCALE • •

RESOLUTION {PIXEL ARRAY) 120 1240 320 I 240 2S6 1 240 2SSI240

PROCESSING
SPEED (RATE/MINUTE) 900 PARTS 900 PARTS

K
Z
HI
z
o
a.

a
o
u
Q
s
<
Q
Z
<
M

1

CAMERA VIDICON VIDICON VIDICON VIDICON
SOLID
STATE

OR VIDICON

SOLID
STATE

OR VIDICON

LIGHT SOURCE STROBE
LIGHT

STROBE
LIGHT

STROBE
LAMP

STROBE
LAMP

COMPUTER • • LSI-11 LSI-11

SOFTWARE
• •

SRI
ALGORITHMS

SRI
ALGORITHMS

OUTPUT INTERFACE • • • • AS-232C RS-232C

MONITOR • • • • • •

DATA ENTRY KEYBOARD KEYBOARD LIGHT-PEN LIGHT-PEN

OTHER

TYPICAL SYSTEM
COST ($000)

5-8 s-a 20 32 05-40 35-40

z
o

<

1<
m

<

5

o
a

Z
O

u
IU
a
ul
Z

MEASUREMENT • • • • • •

VERIFICATION • • • • • •

SURFACE
INSPECTION

• •

q

<
a.

MATERIAL
SORTING-HANDLING • •

CHARACTER
RECOGNITION

BIN PICKING

O
X
Z
o
u

WELDING

PROCESSING/
MACHINING

FASTENING/
ASSEMBLY
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COMMERCIAL MACHINE VISION SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

COMPANY OBJECT RECOGNITION SYSTEMS

MODEL 100 200 O 1000 l-BOT 1

TYPE OF
SYSTEM

BINARY

GRAY SCALE • • • • •

RESOLUTION (PIXEL ARRAY)

PROCESSING
SPEED (RATE/MINUTE)

300
PARTS

300
PARTS

240
CHARACTERS

90-120
PARTS

N
PARTS

M
t-
Z
B
z
o
a.

2
o
o
a
ee
a
o
z
<
M

CAMERA VIDICON VIDICON VIDICON VIDICON CCD
CAMERA

LIGHT SOURCE FIBER
OPTICS

FIBER
OPTICS •

COMPUTER INTEL
M/10

INTEL
0/10

INTEL
•0/10

INTEL
SO/24

11 - BIT

SOFTWARE ORS ORS ORS ORS PASCAL.
VAL

OUTPUT INTERFACE RS-232C RS-232C RS-232C RS-232C

MONITOR • • • • •

DATA ENTRY PHOTOCELL
TRIGGER KEYBOARD KEYBOARD KEYBOARD

OTHER X-Y TABLE

TYPICAL SYSTEM
COST (S000)

20 25 19 25

(I)

z
g
<
u
!j
S
S
a

-J
o
<
K
5
(A

M
O
3

Z
o

u
UJ
CL

Z

MEASUREMENT

VERIFICATION • • • • •

SURFACE
INSPECTION

• • •

O

<
a.

MATERIAL
SORTING/HANDLING

• • • • •

CHARACTER
RECOGNITION

•

BIN PICKING •

O
E
Z
O
o

WELDING •

PROCESSING/
MACHINING

•

FASTENING/
ASSEMBLY

• • •
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COMMERCIAL MACHINE VISION SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

COMPANY
OCTEK PROTHON

ROBOTIC
VISION SYSTEMS

MODEL
4200

ROBOT VISION
MOOULE

INSPECTOR
GENERAL

ROBOTIC
VISION
SYSTEM

ACOMS
1100

ROBO
SENSOR

200

TYPE OF
SYSTEM

BINARY • •

GRAY SCALE • • •

RESOLUTION (PIXEL ARRAY)
330 I 240

OR
320 1480

320 1 4«0 .1%
OF FIELD
OF VIEW

.05"

FEATURE
SIZE

JS OF
VIEWING
RANGE

PROCESSING
SPEED (RATE/MINUTE)

300
PARTS

300
PARTS 1800

60-120
MEASURE-
MENTS

80-120
MEASURE-
MENTS

K
ZB
Z
a.

3
O

a
X
<
a
z
<

CAMERA
SOLID
STATE

OR VIDICON
VIDICON

SOLID
STATE

SOLID
STATE

LIGHT SOURCE • LASER LASER

COMPUTER DATA
GENERAL
OR DEC

HP
1000

HP
1000

SOFTWARE FORTRAN FORTRAN HP HP

OUTPUT INTERFACE RS-330 RS-330 RS-232 RS-232

MONITOR • • • •

DATA ENTRY KEYBOARD KEYBOARD KEYBOARO

OTHER IMAGE
ANALYZER

TYPICAL SYSTEM
COST (S000)

10 40-50 10 75 75

iff

z
O

<
o

&
a.
<
UJ
_l
m
<

s
(A

Hi

O
a

Z
o

o
UJ
a.
ui
Z

MEASUREMENT • • • • •

VERIFICATION • • • • •

SURFACE
INSPECTION

• •

o

CC
<
a.

MATERIAL
SORTING HANDLING

• • •

CHARACTER
RECOGNITION

•

BIN PICKING

-j

o
s
z
o
y

WELDING •

PROCESSING/
MACHINING

•

FASTENING/
ASSEMBLY

• • •
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COMMERCIAL MACHINE VISION SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

COMPANY UNIMATION
VIEW

ENGINEER-
ING

MODEL UNI-
VISION 1

UNI-
VISION II 719

TYPE OF
SYSTEM

BINARY • • •

GRAY SCALE

RESOLUTION (PIXEL ARRAY) 256 I 240 256 1240 251 1 244

PROCESSING
SPEED (RATE/MINUTE)

900
PARTS

MO
PARTS

M
Za
2
O
a.

2
O
u
B
I
<
a
z
<
n

CAMERA
SOLID
STATE

OR VIDICON

SOLID
STATE

OR VIDICON
VIDICON

LIGHT SOURCE STROBE
LIGHT

STROBE
LIGHT

COMPUTER LSMI LSI-II

VIEW
ELEC-

TRONICS

SOFTWARE VAL
LANGUAGE

VAL
LANGUAGE

VIEW
LANGUAGE

OUTPUT INTERFACE RS-232C RS-232C RS-232C

MONITOR • • •

OATA ENTRY LIGHT-PEN LIGHT-PEN KEYBOARD

OTHER

TYPICAL SYSTEM
COST ($000)

35-40 35-40 20

M
Z
o

<
o
3
0.

C
<
i
-j
s
<
K
5

o
s

1

Z
o
p
u
Ul
a
</»

Z

MEASUREMENT • •

VERIFICATION • •

SURFACE
INSPECTION

a

<
a

MATERIAL
SORTING/HANDLING

•

CHARACTER
RECOGNITION

BIN PICKING

-J

O
a
H
Z
O
u

WELDING •

PROCESSING/
MACHINING

FASTENING/
ASSEMBLY
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ABSTRACT

Computer vision/pattern recognition is in its early

developmental stages. Presently, a number of limitations do

exist in designing a complete and reliable pattern

recognition system. These limitations can be overcome by

introducing new concepts of automatic pattern recognition in

computer vision.

This report begins with the description of the overall

structure of an automatic pattern recognition system. It

deals with considerations and requirements for designing an

automatic pattern recognition system and for selecting the

type of data the system is designed to handle. Human

intelligence and interaction as a guide are indeed required

for further advancements in artificial intelligence,

specifically pattern recognition. The latter portion of

this report presents and analyzes an approach for the

processing of binary images and their" recognition process.

The recognition process is facilitated through parameters

that are derived from an object in order for the recognition

process to proceed. These parameters used in the

recognition process are obtained through feature extraction.

The future trends and developments of pattern

recognition systems are discussed. Some ideas regarding the

future work of object pattern recognition systems are also

presented .


